
  

R6656   

B.A./B.Sc./M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

Gender Studies / Catering Science and Hotel 
Management / Integrate Marine Biology 

ö£õxz uªÌ uõÒ 2 – CøhUPõ» C»UQ¯•® ]ÖPøu²®  

(Common for B.A. Gender Studies / B.Sc. Catering 
Science and Hotel Management / M.Sc. Integrated 

Marine Biology) 

(CBCS – 2019 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 £Sv A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

AøÚzx ÂÚõUPÐUS® Âøh¯ÎUP. 

1. ¯õøμU øPzöuõÇ ÂøÚPÒ }[SÁuõP bõÚ\®£¢uº 

SÔ¨¤kQÓõº? 

2. ¦ßøÚ|À ©õ©»º ö£õß EvºUS® Ch® Gx? 

3. v¸UPøhUPõ¨¦ GÚ AøÇUP¨ö£Ö® ¡À Gx? 

4. ©õoUPÁõ\P¸US E¸ÁUPõm] u¢u ]Ó¨¦øh¯ u»zvøÚU 

TÖP. 

5. AÓ® ö\´ÁuØS Ai¨£øh¯õP Aø©Áx ¯õx? 

6. v¸©¢vμ® ¯õμõÀ C¯ØÓ¨£mhx? Ax GzuøÚ¯õÁx 

v¸•øÓ? 

7. Cμõ©Ûß ¤ß ö\ßÓ ö|g\® v¸®¤Á¸® Áøμ 

Põzv¸¨÷£ß GßÓÁº ¯õº? 

Sub. Code 
3162T2/9HM2T1/
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8. ©¢vμ \Uv Áõ´¢u ¡»õPzvPÌÁx Gx? Hß? 

9. SØÓõ»U SÓÁg] ¡¼ß B]›¯º ¯õº? 

10. u®¤μõß ÷uõÇº GÚ AøÇUP¨£k£Áº ¯õº? 

 £Sv B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

AøÚzx ÂÚõUPÐUS® Âøh¯ÎUP. 

11. (A) v¸ÁõhõøÚ°ß EøÓ¢v¸US® CøÓÁøÚ¨ £ØÔ 

bõÚ\®£¢uº TÖÁÚÁØøÓ GÊxP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) v¸¨¦zyº ÁõÌ CøÓÁøÚ |õÄUPμ\º GÆÁõÖ 

÷£õØÖQßÓõº? 

12. (A) v¸a_È°À EÒÍ CøÓÁøÚ GÆÁõöÓÀ»õ® 

ÁõÌzxQÓõº? 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) ‘Cß£® ö£¸UQ’ GÚz öuõh[S® v¸öÁs£õ £õhÀ 

Enºzx® ö\´v°øÚz u¸P. 

13. (A) v¸©¢vμ® – SÔ¨¦ ÁøμP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) £h©õhU ÷Põ°À GßÓ £õhÀ ÁÈ v¸‰»º _mk® 

ö\´v ¯õx? 

14. (A) uªÌÂkyvÀ uªÌ ö©õÈ°ß ¤Ó¨¦ SÔzx B]›¯º 

SÔ¨¤k® ö\´v°øÚ GÊxP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) \uP C»UQ¯® SÔzx GÊx. 
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15. (A)  ]ÖPøu°ß C»UPn® ¯õx? 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) £øh¨£õØÓ¼ß TÖPÒ ¯õøÁ? 

 £Sv C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

GøÁ÷¯Ý® ‰ßÓÝUS Âøh¯ÎUP. 

16. v¸UöPõk[SßÓz u»zvß ]Ó¨¤øÚ ÂÁ›. 

17. Ezuμ÷Põ\ ©[øP°ß uÛzußø©ø¯ ÂÍUSP. 

18. Aß¤ß ö£¸ø©ø¯ v¸‰»º ÁÈ{ßÖ ÂÍUSP. 

19. A¤μõª A¢uõv _mk® ö\´v°øÚ GÊxP. 

20. ø\Á \©¯ SÓÁºPÒ £ØÔ PmkøμUP. 

———————— 



  

R6640   

(All UG PROGRAMS) DEGREE EXAMINATION,  
APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

English  

Part II — COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH — II 

(Common for All U.G. Programmes)  

(CBCS – 2020 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Give the antonyms of the following : 

 (a) Bleak  

 (b) Ominous  

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs : 

 (a) She arrived –––––––––– for the meeting  

 (b) We should work ––––––––––. 

3. What is a welcome speech? 

4. Frame sentences using the idioms (a) burning the 
midnight oil (b) make the ends meet.  

5. What are the benefits of reading aloud? 

6. Write one word substitutes for the following :  

 (a) Present everywhere 

 (b) fear of water 

Sub. Code 
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7. Identify the type of sentence : 

 (a) How thrilling the movie was ! 

 (b) Do you like coffee? 

8. What is a brochure? 

9. Give two tips for interview.  

10. Differentiate a clause and a phase.  

 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer all questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11. (a) Write a paragraph on the proverb, ‘‘Actions speak 
louder than words’’.  

Or 

 (b) Write the synonyms for the following words : 

  (i) abundant 

  (ii) linger 

  (iii) optimistic  

  (iv) inept 

  (v) soothe.  

12. (a) What is Intonation? Explain with examples.   

Or 

 (b) Explain the important elements of a ‘vote of thanks’ 
speech.   

13. (a) How can you make your PPT presentation effective?  

Or 

 (b) What are the different components of an email?  
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14. (a) Differentiate ‘denotation’ and ‘connotation’ with 
examples.   

Or 

 (b) Mention some of the Do’s and Don’ts during an 
online meeting.   

15. (a) What are the elements of feature writing?  

Or 

 (b) Write a job application letter for the post of Assitant 
Professor in ABC college, Chennai.   

 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

16. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions : 

 (a) we have been playing –––––––––– morning.  

 (b) –––––––––– brave, he is not intelligent.  

 (c) This work is –––––––––– your dignity.  

 (d) I will come there –––––––––– a week.  

 (e) Can you write –––––––––– this pen? 

 (f) She put a bandage –––––––––– the boy’s cut finger.  

 (g) My uncle has invested a lot of money –––––––––– 
farming.  

 (h) We have been working in this company –––––––––– 
twenty years.  

 (i) He is laboring –––––––––– a misapprehension, but 
laboring –––––––––– a cause.  

 (j) The plane flew –––––––––– the clouds.  
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17. Write a film review on the film you recently watched.  

18. Write the one-word substitution for the following.  

 (a) A human who eats human fresh.  

 (b) A room in a public building where outdoor clothes 
luggage maybe left.  

 (c) A place where coins are made.  

 (d) A person who is mentally ill. 

 (e) Fear of closed spaces.   

 (f) One who studies the evolution of mankind.  

 (g) One who doesn’t take any alcoholic drinks.  

 (h) A speech prepared without any previous 
preparation.  

 (i) A disease which attacks many people in a particular 
area in one time.  

 (j) The one who loves good food and knows a lot about 
it.  

19. Prepare a ‘Brochure’ for ‘Spoken English’ course.  

20. Write ten utterances that takes place in a formal job 
interview.  

———————— 



  

R6641   

 

ALL U.G. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

General Subject  

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

(Common for All UG Programmes) 

(CBCS – 2019 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

 Explain the following  Terms : 

1. Abiotic factors 

 E°μØÓ PõμoPÒ 

2. Biosphere 

E°›¯ ©sh»® 

3. Soil fertilizer 

 ©s ö\Êø© 

4. Food Resources 

 EnÄ ÁÍ[PÒ 

Sub. Code 
4532ES/ 
9HM2S1/ 
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5. Energy flow 

 BØÓÀ Kmh® 

6. Food Web 

 EnÄ Áø» 

7. Species Diversity 

CÚ ÷ÁÖ£õk 

8. Endemic species 

 J¸ £Sv°À ©mk® Põn¨£k® CÚ[PÒ 

9. Air Pollutants 

 PõØÖ ©õ\õUQPÒ 

10. Soil Pollution 

 {» ©õ_£õk 

 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer all questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11.  (a) Write in detail about aim of environmental studies.  

  _ØÖa`ÇÀ PÀÂ°ß ÷|õUP® £ØÔ GÊxP. 

Or 

 (b) List the uses of Mineral Resources. 

  uõx ÁÍ[PÎß £¯ßPÒ £ØÔ GÊxP. 
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12.  (a) Write a short notes on dams. Add a note on their 
effect on forests and tribal people. 

AønPÒ £ØÔ ]Ö SÔ¨¦ ÁøμP. CøÁPÍõÀ 

PõkPÐUS®, £Ç[Si ©UPÐUS® HØ£k® 

ÂøÍÄPÒ £ØÔ GÊxP. 

Or 

 (b) Enumerate the role of individual in conservation of 
natural resources. 

  C¯ØøP ÁÍ[PøÍ £õxPõ¨£vÀ uÛ ©Ûu £[S £ØÔ 

öuõSzx GÊxP. 

13.  (a) Give an account of structure and functions of an Eco 
systems. 

  `È¯z öuõSv°ß Aø©¨¦ ©ØÖ® ÷Áø»PÒ £ØÔ 

GÊxP. 

Or 

 (b) List the value of Biodiversity. 

  £À¾°›Ú ÷ÁÖ£õmiß ©v¨¦PøÍ GÊxP. 

14.  (a) Illustrate Ecological Pyramids. 

  `Ì{ø» ¤μªkPÒ £ØÔ £hzxhß ÂÍUSP. 

Or 

 (b) Describe Hot spots of Biodiversity.  

  £À¾°›Ú ÷ÁÖ£õk öPõsh ]Ó¨¤h[PÒ £ØÔ 

ÂÁ›. 

15.  (a) Write in detail about causes of Marine Pollution. 

   PhÀ }º ©õ_£õmiØPõÚ Põμn[PÒ £ØÔ GÊxP. 

Or 

 (b) Discuss the effect of Nuclear hazards.  

  AqUP¸ B£zxPÒ GÆÁõÓõÚ ÂøÍÄPøÍ 

HØ£kzxQßÓÚ Gß£øu GÊxP. 
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 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

16. Write an essay on conservation of Environment.  

 _ØÖa`Çø» £õxPõzuÀ £ØÔ J¸ Pmkøμ ÁøμP. 

17. List the forest resources. Add a note on their uses and 
over exploitation. 

Põk ÁÍ[PÒ £ØÔ GÊxP. Põk ÁÍ[PÒ GÆÁõÖ 

EuÄQßÓÚ, AøÁPÒ GÆÁõÖ AvP©õP E£÷¯õP¨ 

£kzu¨£kQßÓÚ. 

18. Describe an energy flow in the eco system. 

J¸ `È¯ öuõSv°À BØÓÀ Kmh® G¨£i |hUQÓx 

Gß£øu ÂÁ›. 

19. List and explain threats to Biodiversity. 

 £À¾°›Ú ÷ÁÖ£õmkUS HØ£k® Aa_ÖzuÀPøÍ 

ÁøP¨£kzv ÂÍUSP. 

20. Give an account of Air Pollution. 

PõØÖ ©õ_£õmøh £ØÔ öuõSzx GÊxP. 

———————— 



  

R6672   

B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

Gender Studies 

FUNDAMENTALS OF FEMINIST THEORY 

(CBCS – 2021 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Define Feminism 

2. What was the first feminist movement? 

3. What is Mainstream Feminism? 

4. Define Freedom 

5. What is domestic labour? 

6. What is Marxist Feminist Theory? 

7. Define Radical Feminism 

8. What is Dual Processing? 

9. Who owns Feminism in India? 

10. What is Hindu Code Bill by Ambedkar? 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer the following questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11.  (a) What did the first wave feminism accomplish? 

Or 

 (b) Which historical event is associated with third-wave 
Feminism Movement? 

12.  (a) What are the main objectives of Liberal Feminism? 

Or 

 (b) What is Rational Thinking? 

13.  (a) Briefly Explain Marxist Feminism. 

Or 

 (b) What is the ideology of Marxist Feminism? 

14.  (a) What is Radical liberation feminist? 

Or 

 (b) Who is the mother of Radical Feminism? 

15.  (a) What are four types of feminism? 

Or 

 (b) What is feminism in Indian context? 

 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

16. Explain three waves of Feminist Movement 

17. What are Civil liberties in India? 
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18. What is the difference between Marxist Feminism and 
Socialist Feminism? 

19. What are the reproductive rights of a woman? 

20. Explain Eco feminist theory? 

 

 
———————— 



  

R6673   

B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

Gender Studies 

INDIGENOUS FEMINISM 

(CBCS – 2021 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Define Indigenism. 

2. What do you mean by "Indigenous People"? 

3. What is indigenous community? 

4. Who are western feminists? 

5. Define decolonization. 

6. What is the role of a feminist? 

7. What is Hyper masculinity? 

8. Define machismo culture. 

9. What is hegemony in feminism? 

10. What is indigenous feminism? 

Sub. Code 
3162C2 
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 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer the following questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11.  (a) Define aboriginals. 

Or 

 (b) What do you mean by Indigenous knowledge? 

12.  (a) What is indigenous female? 

Or 

 (b) What is a female aboriginal called? 

13.  (a) What are the main features of feminism? 

Or 

 (b) What is meant by Sexual victimization? 

14.  (a) What is the difference between aboriginal and 
indigenous? 

Or 

 (b) Why first nations are called Indian? 

15.  (a) How did gender affect in the globalization? 

Or 

 (b) What is transnational feminist theory? 

 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

16. What are the postcolonial Concepts? 

17. Explain Roles and Responsibilities of indigenous women. 

18. What are the distinct periods of decolonization? 
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19. What are the characteristics of machismo culture? 

20. Explain the challenges of Muslim women for globalization 

 

 
———————— 



  

R6674   

B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

Gender Studies 

Allied – II : WOMEN AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 

(CBCS – 2021 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. What do you mean by child mortality? 

2. What is the biggest cause of maternal mortality? 

3. Which country has negative population growth rate? 

4. What is pattern of population change? 

5. What are the examples of reproductive health? 

6. What is safe motherhood? 

7. What is Surrogacy? 

8. Define IVF. 

9. What is main purpose of health policy? 

10. What is the latest population policy of India? 

Sub. Code 
3162A2 
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 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer the following questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11.  (a) What are elements of population dynamics? 

Or 

 (b) What is meant by high fertility country? 

12.  (a) What is trend of population growth in India since 
Independence? 

Or 

 (b) What are reasons for rapid growth of population in 
Andhra Pradesh? 

13.  (a) What are the eight components of reproductive 
health? 

Or 

 (b) What are the problems of reproductive health? 

14.  (a) Why is contraception is important in family 
planning? 

Or 

 (b) Explain the types of contraceptives. 

15.  (a) What are the examples of health policies? 

Or 

 (b) What is the population policy of India? 

 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

16. What is population Dynamics and process? 

17. What is population and its characteristics? 
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18. What are the principles of reproductive health? 

19. What are the ethical issues with IVF? 

20. Explain the objectives of new population policy. 

 
———————— 



  

R6675   

B.A/BFA/BPA/B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION,  
APRIL – 2022 

Second Semester 

Gender Studies/Painting/ Bharathanatyam/ Music (Vocal)/ 
Physical Education 

PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH FOR ARTS AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCES – II 

(Common for B.A. Gender Studies/BFA Painting/BPA 
Bharathanatyam/BPA Music (Vocal)/B.Sc. Physical 

Education/B.Sc Yoga) 

(CBCS – 2020 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Give the antonyms for the words given below: 

 (a) rebellious  

 (b) slavery  

 (c) prodigious  

 (d) poverty 

2. Match the following words with their meanings 

 (a) ideal - not working being lazy 

 (b) idle  - the best possible 

 (c) stationary- writing materials 

 (d) stationery - not moving, not changing 

Sub. Code 
92BPEA 
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3. Find out the meaning of the following idiom and make a 
sentence by using it: ‘silver tongue’. 

4. Prepare a pro-and-con chart for the following topic:  
‘Is sports a must’? 

5. What are the tools required for video conferencing? 

6. What is vlog? 

7. What is a flyer? 

8. What is the purpose of creating a web page? 

9. What is academic listening? 

10. What is a short film? 

 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer any five questions 

11. Write a brief note on the Do's and Don'ts of interview, 

12. Prepare a speech on the following topic for just a minute: 
‘Indian Society’. 

13. Read the following advertisement and do as directed 

  

 (a) What is the advertisement about? 

 (b) What is the offer of the class? 

 (c) What is the course timing of the class? 

 (d) What are the specialties of the course? 
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14. What are the measures on the development of dialogue 
skills? 

15. Write a short note on ‘interview skills’. 

16. Briefly explain the basic HTML coding. 

17. Write a short note on video conferencing skills. 

18. How to create a blog?  

 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer any three questions. 

19. Elucidate the basic debating skills. 

20. Write an argumentative essay on the significance of 
social harmony. 

21. Describe the techniques for inculcating active listening. 

22. Design a web page related to any topic of your choice 
pertaining to your subject area. 

23. Write an essay on how to become a Vlogger. 

———————— 


